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Abstract 

The term transmedia storytelling describes an interactive narrative that exists in multiple 

platforms. This phenomenon allows active audience participation as a part of the narrative 

creation process. Part of the prior research on transmedia focuses on how to create a 

transmedia narrative. However there is a dearth of literature examining the merit that 

transmedia narratives create in Marketing. In order to answer the research question “How 

can transmedia storytelling be used to create value in marketing?” we conducted a multiple 

case study research in which we examined four marketing campaigns to reveal the 

transmedia elements in them. Using the approach of qualitative content analysis we 

applied a structured method according which we collected and analysed the data from 

these campaigns. Our findings suggest that creating audience participation through 

transmedia storytelling in marketing campaigns for movies, products and services can be 

beneficial. By using different media, platforms and stimulating user participation, concepts 

such as brand extension and brand awareness are introduced to the audience with an 

alternative way. The aim of this thesis is to illustrate several ways of how transmedia can 

be a valuable asset to a marketing campaign through storytelling. 

 

Keywords: Transmedia, Storytelling, Marketing, Entertainment, User participation 

1. Introduction 

Transmedia is defined as a flow of information in different platforms and formats, aiming to 

create a new universe in which consumers interact with the content continuously (e.g. 

Jenkins, 2006; Scolari, 2009; Phillips, 2012). In view of the concepts of transmedia and 

crossmedia are sometimes defined as different ones (Phillips, 2012), we agree with Jenkins 

(2006) that these terms overlap so often that can be used as a same term. Jenkins (2010, p 

945) highlights transmedia relationship to the entertainment industry by means of 

“extending the potential for entertainment companies to deliver content around their 

franchises”. Transmedia is often utilized by films, TV, picture, games and printed media 

industries as the true benefit of transmedia lies in its story telling mechanism (Buckner and 

Rutledge, 2011; Jenkins, 2010; Scolari, 2009).  

Since transmedia is a concept that emerged recently there isn't a lot of documentation 

around this subject. Transmedia is a subject of controversy, attracting many people who try 

to describe what transmedia is about and how storytelling can be applied through 

transmedia (Long, 2007). In literature the biggest portion of the current research around 

transmedia is focused on defining the term, and introducing guidelines for transmedia 

design and transmedia narrative (Dena, 2007; Long, 2007; De Oliveira and Filgueiras, 

2008). However, research on transmedia is silent on how transmedia can create value in the 

area of marketing. Many companies nowadays have problems to market their products as 

traditional marketing techniques fail to yield the expected results. Transmedia marketing 
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introduces concepts of transmedia storytelling as innovative ways to explore new paths when 

designing for marketing (Buckner and Rutledge, 2011). Applying transmedia storytelling to a 

new context is challenging, in our text we try to transfer the term of transmedia from its 

original application to a market oriented context. The purpose doing so is to examine how 

transmedia storytelling affects value creation. 

This thesis is guided by the following research question, “How transmedia storytelling 

can be used to create value in marketing”. In order to answer this question we did a multiple 

case study. According to Daymon and Holloway (2011) case studies can produce and 

incorporate multiple sources of evidence. Additionally, Eisenhardt and Dodgson (Eisenhardt, 

1989; Dodgson, 2008) argue that case-based exploratory methods are best suited for 

investigating new and poorly understood phenomena that have multiple and complex 

elements. Because of the lack of documentation about marketing and transmedia in the 

current moment, we are going to analyze four marketing campaigns to discover the 

transmedia elements on each one, together with the implications on the campaigns. The 

main selection criteria for the campaigns that we examined, was the degree of relevance of 

transmedia narrative in a successful business project. The cases are examined under 

transmedia perspective and how the values of transmedia were applied in each project. The 

analysis that we made was a qualitative content analysis based on archival data that we 

collected through several web resources. We adopted Romano (2003) methodology for 

analyzing internet-based qualitative data that lead us to codes and categories that helps 

recognize the transmedia elements. The codes where collected in an online shared repository 

on tables that can be found on Appendix 1. Afterwards the results are compared in order to 

find similarities or differences between the cases. The purpose of this approach is to 

distinguish certain aspects in a prosperous marketing project. 

The current literature is focusing on how to create a narrative that can be applied to a 

transmedia context. Several efforts have been made to describe the term, give instructions 

about how to apply a narrative to transmedia through different methods (Phillips, 2012) but 

there is not much research on how transmedia can be used as a tool to affect or even improve 

how marketing is working nowadays. The outcome of our analysis can contribute on how we 

can conduct a structured qualitative research on information found online. The analysis 

presents the main objective of the campaigns while discussing the role of transmedia on 

them. The practical contribution of this thesis is to provide the managers of marketing 

campaigns with an alternative way, when approaching campaigns related to movies and 

products, on how value can be created through user participation and story world expansion. 

2. Related Research 

In this section we reviewed extant research on Transmedia storytelling and marketing. While 

exploring the term transmedia storytelling we reviewed the fields where the term is applied 

to. Despite the fact that the term is widely used in different areas, our research is focused on 

how transmedia storytelling leads to different approaches on marketing. 
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2.1 Transmedia storytelling 

Despite that the concept of transmedia storytelling is not yet clear towards its exact meaning 

we can get some insight through examining the prefix of the word. In Latin the prefix Trans 

means “across” / “beyond” (Wikipedia about Trans), because of this we see the connection of 

the word with the concept of transcendence. The term transmedia was first used at 1991, by 

the professor of southern California University, Dr Marsha kinder. She first used the term 

“transmedia intertextuality” in her book “Playing with Power in Movies, Television, and 

Video Games: From Muppet Babies to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” (1991, p.3) describing 

works (entertainment franchise) where characters are appeared on multiple media 

platforms, like the Mutant Ninja turtles. Afterwards the term was made popular by Dr. Henry 

Jenkins, a media theorist from MIT university, through his article at 2003 and most 

noticeably with his book “Convergence culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (Jenkins, 

2006)”. What is important to notice here is that together with the term transmedia 

storytelling terms such as multimedia and crossmedia are referred alongside. In our 

approach we will distinguish no differences, especially between the terms transmedia and 

crossmedia. Jenkins defines the term on his blog “Confession of an Aca-Fan”. 

“Transmedia storytelling represents a process where integral elements of a 

fiction get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for the 

purpose of creating a unified and coordinated entertainment experience. 

Ideally, each medium makes its own unique contribution to the unfolding of the 

history” (Jenkins, 2011). 

 

Transmedia storytelling is about telling a story across different media, during which 

the story is not repeated or reframed for the needs of every specific media. Every platform 

extends the main story with a unique contribution, but still offers an individual satisfying 

experience. Quite amount of writers argued on how transmedia can be applied, while some 

provided transmedia storytelling guidebooks (Phillips, 2012). One of the keys concepts 

behind transmedia is the immerse user participation in the narrative`s content. Transmedia 

purpose is to divide a narrative in small pieces dispersed into multiple channels in order for 

the audience to reconstruct the narrative combining those parts. As Bourdaa (2014) argues 

“All of the pieces of the narrative have to provide new elements, backstories, or in-depth 

characters development in order to offer a complete universe for the audience to dive into.”  

Mainly due to digital convergence that created as a result of technological advancements, 

such as internet, web technologies, mobile games, alternate reality games (ARG), transmedia 

are expanding while challenging the conventional industry production methods as Richards 

argues (2010, p.181). Because of this property transmedia appear great value for marketing, 

Kurtz (2014) argues that with transmedia marketing companies reach their audience through 

an immersive environment while having a variety of different ways to reach individual 

consumers. Research on transmedia is also focused on concepts such as providing guidelines 

on how to create a transmedia narrative (Phillips, 2012), interaction design principles (Dena, 

2007) and crossmedia design (Pasman, 2011).   
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2.2 When marketing meets transmedia 

In transmedia the key concept is the use of different media to create a universe in which the 

user participates (Jenkins, 2006; Phillips, 2012; Ciancia, 2013). Its main manifestation turns 

out to be storytelling, which can be applied to various kinds of media content. Through this 

way, transmedia enable to input various kinds of stories in different media to disseminate to 

audience. In view of the case, instead of defining transmedia as a storyteller, it behaves more 

like the information spreader. Whereas in light of the core idea of marketing, which lies in 

the exchange process, marketing does not occur unless there are no less than two parties, 

each with something to exchange, and both are capable to carry out communication and 

distribution (Kotler and Zaltman, 1971). From a transmedia extent, a marketing strategy plan 

is based on an exchange between information diffusion and marketing value creation.  

To be more specific, transmedia narrates the well-decorated story to attract audience 

in where marketing companies want to enhance branding influence or market share. 

Provided that a transmedia project and a marketing one have the same target group, the 

relationship between transmedia with users lies in the diffusion of stories, which are 

provided by transmedia storytellers to attract great amounts of potential users. At the 

meantime, users immerse themselves in these stories by participating in related interaction 

through different media platforms. On the other hand, the maintenance of relationship 

between marketing and users exists in its micro-environment, including the values of 

transmission and reception of products, service and branding. Whenever the integration of 

transmedia and marketing happens, transmedia marketing is focused on providing a 

branded entertainment marketing in which the content is co/created with the users in 

different platforms dynamically. Buckner and Rutledge (2011) argue in their article for the 

importance of transmedia in marketing due to the persuasion ability through the immerse 

form of communication, the audience connection that the transmedia experience create, 

while providing many points of entry between multiple demographics, and the financial 

impact that transmedia has through extending the brand life, creating added value while 

redefining concepts such as return of investment. As is known that chronological 

segmentation is a deficient approach to understanding the needs and aspirations of such 

consumers, who seek increasing levels of satisfaction from the goods and services they are 

offered (Chisnall and Galician, 2006). Transmedia marketing allows marketers to use the 

distinct properties of different media distribution channels to reach and engage different 

audience segments with different points of entry (Buckner and Rutledge, 2011). As for 

defamiliarization, through complexity of story which is the key code of transmedia 

storytelling, leads the audience, not as onlookers but as participants, to immerse in the story 

(Kim and Hong, 2013). Transmedia marketing also empower to create mutually-reinforcing 

channels as marketers tap into the power of audience participation (Buckner and Rutledge, 

2011). 

3. Research methodology 

This thesis is designed as an exploratory analysis of multiple case studies, during which we 

examined four different marketing campaigns. The aim of the study is to provide insight for 
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the procedures happening in a marketing campaign based on transmedia elements. Daymon 

and Holloway (2011) argue that exploratory case studies allow capturing the complexity of a 

phenomenon together with its content. They also stress that this type of research involves 

holistic examination by using many sources of evidence, of a single phenomenon happened 

in a particular time period, on a specific place. Daymon and Holloway (2011) argue that 

multiple case studies allow the identification of distinctive characteristics by comparing 

similarities and differences between cases. Another benefit is that comparing cases can result 

to a generalization of the results on a wider universe. In our thesis, we examined two cases 

from entertainment industry, Batman: The dark knight and Prometheus, marketing 

campaigns, together with two campaigns focused on product/service promotion, Coca-Cola 

Happiness factory and Aflac the Duck. Finding information about campaigns that have 

already ended is not a trivial task. We selected those campaigns as we were able to collect 

online information about the campaigns, together with using multiple sources. Another 

reason for choosing these campaigns was the transmedia element indications that we found 

while we were collecting data, along with the different forms of entertainment. These 

campaigns focus on real events while they are bounded to time and place. 

3.1 Data collection & analysis 

The data collection and analysis in our case study is based on qualitative content analysis of 

archival data. Content analysis is described by Berelson (1952) as an objective, systematic 

and quantitative description of the manifest of communication. Qualitative context analysis 

is focused either on manifest content or on latent content (Graneheim and Lundman, 2004). 

Downe and Wamboldt (1992) argue that manifest content describes the obvious part of the 

text, while the latent content relates to the underlying meaning of the text, requiring 

interpretation. In order to conduct content analysis we first defined the unit of analysis 

which were four marketing campaigns.  

Our analysis is based on Romano`s (2003) methodology for analyzing internet-based 

qualitative data. The unit of analysis for our thesis is based on text found on online sources 

such as webpages, blogs and wikis. According to Romano (2003) there are three main factors 

that motivate the development of an information system methodology for analysing internet 

based qualitative data. First the growing volume of qualitative data overwhelming firms 

processing capabilities. Second is the nature and attractiveness of qualitative data and third 

are the challenges of the traditional qualitative data analysis. Bristol argues (1993, p.444) 

that information from qualitative technique is "subjective, in-depth understandings of 

consumers, and the nature or structure of the consumers' attitudes, feelings, and 

motivations". After qualitative data are collected, it must analysed to produce some 

meaningful knowledge. Although the constraints of qualitative approach have been described 

in the literature (Richards L and Richards T, 1987) there is no effort made to develop an 

information system methodology for analysing the growing volume of data spread through 

the internet (Romano, 2003). Romano (2003) proposed a methodology based on the steps of 

qualitative analysis described by Miles and Huberman (1994). 
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3.1.1 Data collection 

We have collected archival data from internet sources, the main volume of our data was 

found in webpages, blogs, images and videos. This type of data was collected because it is 

difficult to find information when the campaigns where over, furthermore contacting 

marketing vendors how made campaigns for such known clients may not be possible. 

Archival data collected from internet are useful as they are presented in vast amounts while 

are in different forms. Once we had selected out four cases we have searched the web for 

information / material, which was called the Elicitation step. According to Romano (2003) 

this step requires collecting or recording information that is found. To collect all the 

information that we found we used an online shared repository. A spreadsheet was used to 

collect the initial textual content which was gathered from multiple sources. According to 

Finch (1999) input can be collected from secondary data, through indirect sources, such as 

internet, or other offline qualitative data.  As we searched the web for elements regarding the 

campaigns, we found several webpages containing valuable information. That information 

was in the form of text together with video and images. It is noticeable that even though the 

campaigns were conducted before some years, several websites contained exact copies of the 

original ones. We added all the information sources we found in a spreadsheet which we sort 

based on the case name and on the channels that were used. In table 1 we can see the media 

channels used in each campaign. 

3.1.2 Data analysis 

After we collected all the information needed, we applied the second step of Romano’s 

(2003) methodology, called Reduction. During this step the information that was collected 

before transformed to useful content. Miles and Huberman (1994) argue that one of the 

problems of qualitative data is that it cannot be analysed before researchers organize the 

words so it can be compared to discover relationships between them. In Reduction the 

information is analysed to produce codes and categories. A code is a label of meaning unit 

which according to Coffey and Atkinson (1996, p. 32) codes are tools to think with. Using a 

code to label a meaning allows the data to be considered in many ways.  According to 

Krippendorff (1980) categories are a group of content that shares commonality and argues 

that must be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. To apply content analysis of in our archival 

data we started examining each entry in our list and assigning a code for it. All the codes 

were documented in the spreadsheet next to the sources that they were describing. In tables 

B1, P1, C1 and A1 found at Appendix, we can see the sources together with the codes that 

were used. When we finished writing the codes, we move on to grouping them in conceptual 

categories. The categories found are presented on the Appendix in tables B2, P2, C2 and A2. 

In order to do that we wrote down every code and their frequency and tried to discover 

suitable categories for them. As we examined the codes we found some that were not relevant 

with our research concept and withdraw them. Barrosso and Burnard (1997, 1991) describe 

this process as aggregation during which the condensed text is abstracted and grouped 

together under captions. Examples of aggregation are codes and conceptual categories. 

The final step according to Romano (2003) is the Visualization step, during which the 

relationship between the categories formed before is shown in matrices and graphs. We 

made some matrices that contained the codes and the categories in a tree based form where 
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we can see the concepts grown around those categories. The concepts are shown in the tables 

B3, P3, C3 and A3 at Appendix. Having the concepts of the categories, together with the 

media channels that were used helped us find the transmedia elements that involved in these 

campaigns. 

In our paper when we report findings using qualitative content analysis we suggest to 

apply concepts that are related with the qualitative tradition. Polit and Hungler (1999) 

address the concept of credibility which deals on how well the data and the process fit on the 

focus. The question regarding credibility is focused to the selection of the context of the 

study, the focus, the suitability of the participants, together with the way of collecting data. 

Adler and Adler (1988) argue the researcher to select participants with various experiences in 

order to shed light under a variety of aspects. In our approach we chose different type of 

marketing campaigns to conduce to different phenomena under study. 

4. Case studies 

A good example of transmedia storytelling can be found on motion picture industry. Jenkins 

(2010) mentions examples such as Lord of the Rings, Matrix and Star Wars. Traditionally 

Hollywood spent considerable amount of money for movie marketing campaigns, in our 

paper we are going to examine some marketing campaigns that use the innovative 

transmedia storytelling mechanism. The introduction of the campaigns consists of two parts, 

in the first part the movie campaigns are introduced, more specifically Prometheus (2012) 

and Batman: The dark knight (2008) while the second part introduces a transmedia 

campaign about a product, Coca Cola, and a service Aflac Duck. For an overview of all four 

campaigns, see Table 1.  

Media 
channels 

Prometheus The dark knight Coca cola Aflac 
Duck 

Internet  
 

Websites Weyland Industries 
site 

 
LinkedIn.com 

 
Discover New 
Worlds 

 
WhatIs101112.com 

ibelieveinharveydent.com 
trustgarcetti.com 
danaworthington.com 
gothamelectionboard.com 
gcferries.com 
gothamcab.com 
gothamcablenews.com 
thegothamtimes.com 
maidenavenuereport.com 
thehahahatimes.com 
gpdiad.com 
gothamhistorictrust.com 
gothamusd.com 
gothamcityrail.com 
whysoserioedux.com 
gothampolice.com 
rorysdeathkiss.com/ 
rent-a-clown.com 
ccabg.org 

Official 
campaign 
website, 
Mobile Site 

Official 
website 

Twitter.  
Facebook, 
LinkedIn 

Tweets, Facebook 
  

Twitter,Fac
ebook,Yout
ube, 
Google 

http://www.alternaterealitybranding.com/tdk/www_ibelieveinharveydent_com/
http://www.trustgarcetti.com/
http://www.danaworthington.com/
http://www.gothamelectionboard.com/
http://www.gcferries.com/
http://www.gothamcab.com/
http://www.gothamcablenews.com/
http://www.thegothamtimes.com/
http://www.maidenavenuereport.com/
http://thehahahatimes.com/
http://www.gpdiad.com/
http://www.gothamhistorictrust.com/default.htm
http://www.whysoseriousredux.com/joker/gothamusd/home.htm
http://www.alternaterealitybranding.com/tdk/www_gothamcityrail_com/
http://www.whysoseriousredux.com/batman/pizza/home.htm
http://www.gothampolice.com/
http://www.rorysdeathkiss.com/
http://www.rent-a-clown.com/
http://www.ccfabg.org/
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Plus 

Video channels Posted video on 
Ted, Movie Trailer, 
Exclusive clips 
before movie went 
out, Add video, 
Audio ads 

Video on YouTube, Teaser 
videos, video on Flickr 

Produce a 4 
minute feature 
video, Produce 
soundtrack,  

Small ads 
video 

Blogs Ted Blog, Photo of 
Prometheus in 
action 

Post  images 
  

Email “Investors” got 
email for add -
itional website 

   

Classic  
 

Movie scene Prometheus Movies 
  

TV - Radio TV ads on Verizon, 
Audio ads 

TV ads TV ads. Radio 
Ads on Magic 
FM 

TV  ads 

Print Print ads, flyers 
 

Print ads, 
Magazines  

Games/Events 
 

Games Puzzles in the site, 
Several skill games 

Many video games, Mortar Men, 
Interactive 
video game on 
website 

Support 
Aflac while 
sending 

ARG events  Many real world events 
Real Time campaigns 
demanding “change ” in Gotham 
city 

 
Players sent to gps coordination 
in alleys to retrieve a package 
from Joker 

 
People gather to defend batman 
action and use his famous bat 
signal,  

 
Real Time campaigns 
demanding “change ” in Gotham 
city 

Physical 
Interaction 
points 

 
Self-generated 
context from 
video cameras,  

 
Zones that 
send clips of 
the campaign 
with Bluetooth 

 

Other   

Mobile phone  Fans call a number 
and get info, 

 
 
A video of the 
android was texted 
back to the fans 

 Use Bluetooth, 
and  cell phone 
video camera, 

 
People send 
their photo ID 
and receive 
gifts 
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Gifts Employee ID cards , 
hidden context 
unlocked with cards 

Voting cards in their mail to  Ring tones, 
wallpapers and 
themes explicit 
from the 
campaign 

 

Table 1.  Table of media channels used for the marketing campaigns 

4.1 Movie case studies 

Using multiple media channels was a technique used in marketing since a long time ago, but 

how that technique differs from transmedia storytelling? The answer lies in the way that the 

channels are used. In transmedia campaigns the channels are used to add additionally 

elements in the main story world. Using transmedia aims to make the user participate in an 

experience as intensive as possible. Investigating both campaigns of 42 entertainment and 

ignition creative revealed the effort made to make the user participate in an ARG (Alternative 

Reality Game) while using different media channels for that purpose. 

4.1.1 Prometheus 

The marketing company that was responsible for the campaign of Prometheus was Ignition 

Creative. Director Chris Eyerman mentions that the first goal in the campaign of Prometheus 

was “to blur the boundaries between content and marketing, fiction and reality, story and 

game. It can be blurred to the point of invisibility, creating a holistic narrative experience 

that entertains and engages regardless of platform” 

Figure 1. Peter Weyland’s TED-talk 

 

The campaign started with an unexpected move, a video has published in TED 

platform showing a TED talk from the 2023. The video shows Peter Weyland from Weyland 

industries to give a presentation, it is worth mentioning that Peter Weyland presented at the 
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video in a state of his life noticeably younger than the movie. The presentation ended while 

revealing a website to the audience, leaving the audience with an enigmatic sense. That was 

the start of an alternative reality game (ARG) that the fans may not realize that they are 

already playing.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Different campaign elements found at Weyland’s website 

 

The core element of the campaign was the Weyland Industries website, where the 

audience can visit and sign up themselves as investors for the firm. In the website visitors 

could find information about the company together with hidden context such as a picture 

showing a map of the ship of Engineers. Additional links were available to the website for 

those wanted to make a career in Weyland Industries. When the users visit the links, they 

could apply for a job after playing a mini game which tested some of the candidate 

employee´s skills. In the end of the mini game a 3D figure announced to the player if he was 

qualified to be part of Weyland industries or not. People who signed up as investors of 

Weyland industries received an email containing two new additions. The first addition was a 

page containing firm ´s timeline, from companies’ very first beginning until the current date. 

The second addition was a collection of info-graphics such as charts, graphs and pies 

showing to the investors’ valuable information about the company´s financial state, current 

stock prices, available resources and charts containing details about company´s products. 

Inside those links there was also a hidden photo waiting for people to discover it. Finally 
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investors received another gift, Weyland business cards with a number on the back of the 

card. People could call this number and receive a video of the new android model named 

David 8. The campaign continued from David 8 android video and led to a “just release 

trailer”. The advertising company tried to supply the audience with multiple  “media 

insertion points” , ads on TV for Verizon subscribers, videos showing the new android model 

together with printed adds worked individually and globally as elements aiming to blurry the 

frontiers between fiction and reality. Access codes that distributed to the fans, unlocked 

pictures showing the android model David 8 in several emotion states. Eventually a link to 

the website was added giving detailed information about the android.  

The advertising vendor used LinkedIn platform to post a job offer for Weyland 

Corporation where platform subscribers could apply for job. The ARG game continued while 

taking advantage of the new abilities came with HTML5 technology. A social puzzle was 

constructed where players in order to solve the puzzle had to memorize sequences of 

numbers and pictures which constantly increasing in difficulty, to such extent that the puzzle 

was unsolvable. The only way players could solve the puzzle and continue their experience 

was to press a button that liked the Prometheus Facebook page. Another site called "Discover 

new worlds" was introduced to the audience were the 63 colonies that Weyland corporation 

established were shown. The site was encouraging players to explore the colonies and 

discover the artwork at them, which was made by fans. Players also received Employee ID 

cards, with an official date of employment at Weyland Corporation together with a job 

assignment. The assignment urges the players to assist a character of the movie, Dr Shaw, to 

find ancient artifacts. The final step of the campaign´s ARG came just 4 days before the 

release of the movie when a special clip from the movie could be unlocked at Weyland 

industries website. After the release of the movie another surprise was hidden at the movie´s 

credits, a special logo and link to another website presenting a clip to a video. Since the 

website had a date as web address the audience expected more things. 

 

4.1.2 Batman - The dark knight 

To market the multi-anticipated movie of Batman: The Dark knight, Warner Bros studios 

teamed up with 42 Entertainment. The main component of the campaign was to create a 

transmedia experience through the use of an alternative reality game (ARG). When users 

participate in an ARG game interactivity between the users and the story world elements 

happens in different places, though creating a deeper engagement. While playing the game 

the participants will act as citizens of Gotham city giving them a chance to explore the 

characters of Dark knight, the campaign name was “Why so serious”. Everything began when 

the audience first visited the official Dark Knight website, there was a link there which 

brought visitors at Harvey Dent campaign site (Ibelieveinharveydent.com). Figure 3 shows 

picture of how Harvey Dent campaign site looked like. 
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Figure 3. Harvey Dent`s campaign website 

 

The site had an image of district attorney candidate Harvey Dent with an American flag on 

the background. In the site, visitors could read the latest news of Harvey Dent`s campaign 

together with showing their support by answering polls about the subject that the district 

attorney should focus on. Some days later 42 entertainment released another website called 

Ibelieveinharveydenttoo.com where visitors could see an altered picture of Harvey Dent 

having red lipstick and blacked-out eyes like the Joker. In the end of the page there was a 

form where visitors could register their email address and receive an email from 

tragicpast@ibelieveinharveydenttoo.com with a message and some coordinates. Users could 

use the coordinates at the web link written in the end of the message, to alter a pixel in 

Harvey`s Dent photo. As the picture gradually changed, a hidden photo was started to unveil. 

When many users had been registered and used the coordination, the original picture 

changed to a picture of Joker. Harvey Dent´s official webpage changed also since a form was 

added where users could add their email address and their phones as supporters of Gotham 

city.  

The marketing company also released a website called "Whysoserious" which was the 

main website of the campaign and the place where a scavenger hunt began. In order to solve 

the online puzzles and the riddles, players all over the world had to collaborate. The clues of 

the puzzles were spread through many cities, requiring each part of the puzzle to be found to 

continue the story-world. The purpose of the game was to make the players collaborate 
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Figure 4. Several websites that were used in the campaign of the Dark knight 

 

as it was practically impossible for one player to gather all the elements from the different 

cities, the campaign was now viral. The game continued with additional clues and websites 

such as "rorysdeathkiss.com" where the users uploaded photos of themselves dressed like 

Joker and received special gifts such as an electronic newspaper of Gotham city which helped 

them move forward to the story-world. 

Harvey Dent´s page changed to an official campaign page where his fans could print 

flyers and submit photos of them participating in the campaign. There was also a schedule of 

"DentMobile" visiting some towns, users could check online if the DentMobile visit their 

town and go participate in public. Users who have enrolled their phone number received a 

recorded message from Harvey Dent asking for help to fight the crime in Gotham city 

together with instructions on how people can help his campaign. Joker also challenged the 

players to participate in online quizzes and challenges testing players’ ability to join the 

villain campus. The game escalated even more when a real world scavenger hunts begun 

when Joker placed 22 packages around America which players had to discover. The packages 

contained a cake with a hidden cell phone inside, the first ones who found the package called 

a number and received free movie tickets to see Dark Knight. More real life events followed 

as on April’s fool’s day players were sent to GPS locations of bowling alleys across the 

country, armed with a locker combination number. The first person who reached the spot 

discovered a package containing a message, a bowling ball and a cell phone. People waited 

for the cell phone to ring and did not know what to do with it. Later it proved that is was a 
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sting operation set up by Jim Gordon of Gotham city's police department. In the final part of 

the campaign, some days before the launch of the movie people gathered downtown to New 

York to support the organization called “Citizens for Batman”. No one knew what to expect 

since everyone went to the site following the online clues, eventually the “bat signal” was 

turned on enhancing the joy of batman supporters. It was not for some days later that Joker 

defaced the signal stressing that he is also into the game. 

4.2 Product case studies 

In the next part of our analysis we move on to reporting our description for the product case 

studies. The first case is for the refreshment vendor Coca Cola, while the second case is about 

a health insurance company named Aflac. 

4.2.1 Coca Cola Happiness factory 

In April 2006, Coca Cola launched an animated television campaign demonstrating the joys 

of life behind the scenes in a coke vending machine. After a bearded man pushed a Euro into 

a coke vending machine, a miraculous journey through this machine into a fantasyland of 

amazing characters and spectacular landscapes contributing to the delivery of the bottle had 

started. In the next year, the second version told a story about an emergency happened on a 

vending machine. The red light went off which means the Happiness Factory ran out of coke. 

Afterwards a heroic parade was demonstrated by one worker going on a quest to find out the 

secret throughout the magical world inside the vending machine. In the end, he succeeded to 

solve the riddle and get the Factory running again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Video game, Interaction point and Animation for Happiness Factory 
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As this campaign became the genesis for a widely successful customer loyalty 

campaign, Happiness Factory was too large to be contained in a single website. In 2009, the 

third installment of the Happiness Factory came out associated with digital campaign. On a 

television campaign, a main story was about a contagious yawn syndrome spreading 

throughout the Happiness Factory and how Coca Cola could break its spell and restore 

physical and emotional energy to the factory.  As for the digital campaign, it included a 

microsite, advertisement banners, co-marketing on partners’ website, MSN Messengers 

games and an iPhone application. The advertisement banners and marketing on partners’ 

website provided an entrance to the microsite. Along with the main page users could visit the 

Factory workers and have the opportunity to behave as the role of the Worker to experience 

everything from sliding down an ice luge, flying high above the Factory itself to other trials 

and tribulations of creating a perfect bottle of coke. This gameplay was rewarded with 

difficulty levels and unlockable downloads gifts. The series of MSN Messenger games were 

similar to the ones on the main microsite. Players were able to unlock content by achieving 

some goals of the game and they were able to have fun with characters from the Happiness 

Factory, which changed their expressions by responding to instant messenger conversations. 

Besides, an iPhone game was also created which made full use of iPhone’s motion and touch 

controls. It also included training challenges and unlockable levels. Moreover, Coca-Cola 

engaged users to experience the Factory with a friend in real time. Over MSN Messengers, 

players completed to see who could escape the fastest or conduct the band rhythm without 

missing a beat. For iPhone games, Facebook Connect was applied to enable players to 

challenge friends and post high scores to a global score board. 

Figure 6. Interaction point in shopping mall, Brazil 
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In addition, Happiness Factory was adapted for the local market. In Brazil, after 

playing the games that were available in the web, users could exchange the points 

accumulated in the games for mobile digital goodies, such as ringtones, wallpapers and 

themes that were created exclusively for this campaign through a cooperative 

telecommunication company. A physical interaction point was innovatively carried out by 

another media partner in the entrance of one of most important shopping mall in Brazil’s 

largest city. The customers were capable of taking pictures with the cast of Happiness 

Factory movie. Afterwards customers received the resulting photos through an SMS message 

on their phones. A shorter version movie was also available to anyone who was close to Coca 

Cola area, as an exclusive gift when customers turned on their Bluetooth devices. 

4.2.2 Aflac The Duck 

Aflac the Duck is one of the largest supplementary insurance companies in United States, in 

order to increase revenue the company chose to write a story about their iconic symbol, the 

Aflac Duck. The duck, which was used as a symbol in the companies’ advertisements since 

1999, suddenly disappear from the screens for a while. The reason was that the duck was 

hurt. The marketing company released a video showing Aflac in a hospital´s bed answering 

questions about his insurance company. In the end of the spot there was a URL 

getwellduck.com where people could make sympathy cards for the duck. People could also go 

on Facebook to check Aflac´s health as the doctors wrote updates for his health. A second 

clip released after a while, showing a doctor asking a group of residents what they see when 

they see the duck in this situation, while the duck is standing still. The clip ends with a 

curtain closing with companies’ logo and URL on it. 

Figure 7. Website, video and Facebook page of Aflac The Duck 
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5. Discussion 

Our discussion consists of two parts, in the first part we are going to discuss about the movie 

marketing campaigns on Batman: The dark knight and Prometheus. The second part of our 

discussion is about products marketing campaigns such as Coca Cola Happiness Factory and 

Aflac The Duck. The purpose of our discussion is to elaborate on the transmedia elements in 

each campaign after the campaigns are introduced to the Audience. Each campaign is 

discussed separately, while we present our analysis trying to illustrate the results of our 

analysis and the connection between the transmedia elements. In the end of the discussion 

we present some principles that emerged while analyzing the campaigns. 

5.1 Movie’s discussion 

Using multiple media channels was a technique used in marketing since a long time ago, but 

how that technique differs from transmedia storytelling? The answer lies in the way that the 

channels are used. In transmedia campaigns the channels are used to add additionally 

elements in the main story world. Using transmedia aims to make the user participate in an 

experience as intensive as possible. Investigating both campaigns of 42 entertainment and 

ignition creative revealed the effort made to make the user participate. 

Applying Romano’s methodology on the data that we collected leads us to codes and 

categories that described concepts that were used on the marketing campaigns. In the dark 

knight campaign for example, the codes described the information that is found on the 

campaign’s websites. These codes resulted in categories that shown concepts that have been 

used, for example a lot of websites are used to present services and news from Gotham city. 

We grouped those websites under the concept of information as their existence is justified to 

provide to the audience information from Gotham city. Other sources aimed to introduce 

information about the characters, such as the websites that introduced the candidates for the 

elections of Gotham city together with the ones that are related to Joker and Batman. Those 

websites are grouped under the concept of characters. In the campaign there were also 

sources that were aiming to create some sort of engagement with the user while presenting 

the positive and the negatives parts of the characters and the story world. These sources were 

grouped under the concept of emotion. Finally some sources introduced to the audience the 

concept of purpose as they intended to put the audience in a position where it feels personal 

affections with the main characters. The concepts together with the categories and the codes 

are shown in table B3. All these concepts revealed the necessity to build a story world in 

which the audience could “live in“ while blurring the line between reality and fiction. It is 

important to stress the unique importance of each information and each media to the 

expansion of story`s universe. The concepts exist in the narrative to enhance the plot while 

helping the intensity of the story fluctuate.  

In Prometheus campaign the codes that were derived after analysing the websites 

created categories such as Employment, Investments, Company, Product. Those categories 

introduced concepts with different purposes in the story world. The concepts together with 

the categories and the codes are shown in table P3.Having information that is relevant with 

employment and investment, positions the audience in a situation that the audience can be 

an actual part of the company, even as an employee or as an investor. 
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Table B3. Codes, categories and concepts for Batman: The dark knight 

 

 Creating such type of interaction helps the user participate in the campaign and thus 

extending the marketing value of the campaign. Other information aims to introduce the 

company to the future employees, information is presented for the company such as the 

history of the company, together with the products and the current activities. That 

information helps the audience to be part of an experience that is introduced through 

different sources, making the experience as real as possible. 

Table P3. Codes, categories and concepts for Prometheus 
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In the two movie campaigns described earlier, we can observe that the marketing 

companies used a similar approach. Although the two cases have differences, as in Batman: 

The Dark Knight the story-world was already build, while in Prometheus although there is a 

connection with Alien movies as Prometheus positioned as a prequel to Alien movies, there is 

no strong story-world, both campaigns aim to create a compelling experience to the user. In 

order to achieve that both campaigns used many different media channels. Using many 

media channels offers the ability to the user to access content from different sources. In 

transmedia storytelling, using different platforms is a common strategy, Henry Jenkins 

(2006) argues “each medium does what it does best“. In the marketing campaigns that we 

examined, each campaign makes extensive use of the available media, using each media for 

adding a specific element to the universe. Ciancia (2013) suggests that different media can be 

used to distribute fragments and elements of a story referring to the same narrative universe.  

In Prometheus campaign Director Eyerman said " nobody was expecting such type of talk in 

TED, and by doing that got the attention of the audience," so when the talk was over 

everyone was curious to go to the link presented in the end of the video and see what it was 

about. Both ignition creative and 42 entertainment used many different media channels, 

from web related technologies as websites, blogs, emails, videos to traditional marketing 

channels such as TV, radio and flyers, to more transmedia storytelling ones, as was the 

events that people participated which were part of the ARG. Offering different media 

channels allow people to enhance their participation as they choose the engagement level 

provided by different channels.  

Using a plethora of media channels helped the user participate in the ARG game that 

was the main element of the campaigns. Making users to play a game increases the 

interaction between them and the actual product. Buckner and Rutledge (2011) argue when 

people participate in the story world, the brand positions itself as a co-participant. This 

approach changes the audience perception about the brand as people create their own 

understanding of the brand letting both sides build stronger relation, something that is of 

high interest. Phillips (2012, p.119) argues in her book “Some people consider interactivity to 

be a basic hallmark of transmedia storytelling”, although interactivity may be understood in 

many different ways, from using interactive media channels to altering the outcome of the 

story, Interactivity can create an immersive experience for the user. Interaction comes to 

several degrees, from a simple website browsing to participation in real events. Each step in 

the “interaction path” has its own weight and impact in user’s experience. Tenderich (2013) 

argues the importance of audience participation in Transmedia marketing as differs from the 

traditional one-directional marketing communication approach. Playing a game is a way of 

participation and that was the core idea that Ignition Creative and 42 entertainment were 

focused on. 

In the discussion about media channels we have to stress the importance on Internet. 

Internet is one of the technological outbreaks of the 21th century and one of reasons behind 

digital convergence (Tilson, Lyytinen and Sørensen, 2010). The use of Internet related 

technologies is something that is frequently used in marketing campaigns due to the benefits 

that offers. In Prometheus campaign the marketing company ignition creative made 

extensive use of Internet. Websites were used which contained information related to the 
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story world. Users enrolled to a website and received emails leading them to new websites. 

Social media accounts, blogs and emails were adding details to users’ universe, together with 

videos clips in YouTube, featured videos and image, all working together like clockwork. In 

Batman: The Dark knight campaign, 42 entertainment also acknowledged the power of 

Internet while used different ways to send out information. Many websites were created each 

one used for different purposes together with many videos and images that went viral. 

Featured videos were used to increase the intensity of users’ expectations. 42 entertainment 

focuses on positioning the audience as a citizen of Gotham city. The campaign started from a 

website and moved forward, the characters were introduced into the game while people had 

to choose which character they will support. They storyline moved forward and many real 

events have organized immersing the players to the experience even more. 

Despite Internet technologies many traditional methods to advertise the movies were 

used, such as TV ads on Verizon, together with printed Flyers, and featured videos. Both 

companies produced also movie related gifts exploiting the opportunity to advertise their 

products as much as possible, together with rewarding the players for their participation and 

urging them to continue playing the game. Designing and ARG is not an easy task, but the 

benefits of user participation actions have a big impact in marketing campaign. According to 

the statistics of 42 entertainment the ARG reached over 10 million unique participants online 

and over 700 thousands through the real world activities. More information on the channels 

used in the marketing campaigns can be found on table 1. 

5.2 Product’s discussion 

Applying transmedia storytelling for a service or a product is tough because the story world is 

not complete enough to stand as narrative by itself. While marketing campaign opens a new 

path to make it possible by way of enhancing multi-platform user participation and to 

achieve the ultimate marketing goal. 

Utilizing Romano’s (2003) methodology on the collected data supplies us insights to 

refine codes and categories from the meaning of the context of web resources. In the Coca 

Cola Happiness Factory campaign, the codes were derived from different website sources. In 

view of the story didn't last too long, our main attention was focus on the different media 

channels and interaction. Different medias were used each one with its specific cause, for 

instance media as Facebook, mobile application interacted with the user in the digital world 

while the physical points where the audience can go for the campaign, interact with the 

physical world. By using physical and interaction points, the campaign is creating a set of 

compelling experience where reality and fiction exist in the same universe, which led three 

main categories such as “digital media”, “digital interaction” and “human interaction” to our 

analysis. Then we epitomized them into concepts, which together with codes and categories 

were visible on Table C3. All these concepts pointed to a core idea that providing entertaining 

experience to attract and maintain users to immerse in the Happiness Factory world. 
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Table C3. Codes, categories and concepts for Coca Cola Happiness Factory 

 

As Coca-Cola that is known as a global leader in the beverage industry, has succeeded to 

provide an enjoyable experience to exploit a wonderland behind the scene by extending the 

popularity of the Happiness Factory. For the television campaign, all of the stories followed 

the storyline that shared the same characters and similar canons. Beginning with the same 

initial plot as a Euro was pushed into a Coca cola vending machine, the story started to 

merge the real and the fantasy world. A spiritual expectation erupted following by whoever 

wanted to buy a bottle of Coca cola from a vending machine, as they cannot help imagining 

how their coin would work after they put it in. Even though the television campaign didn’t 

make the Happiness Factory accessible to reach multi-platform, it still enables to create a 

story line where lies the opportunity for further transmedia implantation. Based on this 

storyline, the digital campaign was involved in transmedia marketing campaign that aimed 

to improve customer engagement and brand loyalty. Differ from a television campaign, 

digital campaigns provide bridges between platforms to point of entertainment experience. 

Users can interact with Happiness Factory on different digital electric devices. By means of 

social platform, interactive user engagement was filled with the Happiness Factory through 

alternative reality game (ARG). Users can share happiness with their friends and gain sense 

of accomplishment. On top of that, transmedia enables multi-platforms to reward 

participants as virtual currency so as to encourage them to keep forward enjoying and show 

dedication to brand advocacy. Moreover, once player was satisfied with this game and 

recommended to others through word of mouth or comments, the power of language could 

arouse other countless players’ curiosities and then transformed them into the process of 
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branding inception. Namely, brands are adopting multi-platform to plant their idea all along 

the customers’ trip, consequently users received this information subconsciously during 

interaction with the company. Additionally, a physical interaction point combined with the 

digital integration of mobile service accelerates the users to immerse them into the story 

world. Toschi (2009) maintained the opinion that storytelling can play an effective role in the 

form of interactive narrative by involving both the physical world and the virtual world of the 

narrative mobile media. Whenever actors contribute to interact with the digital campaign, it 

is more likely for them to feel immersive experience and what more critical is to raise brand 

awareness.  

For another campaign, Aflac the duck, in case of this campaign there was only one 

character and the universe where the character leaved. Executive director Jay Williams 

stressed that the duck was acceptable and liked from everyone, so they wanted to take full 

advantage of this affection. As a consequence, the codes which were gathered and analysed 

from web sources were grouped into categories mainly referred to this character, for instance 

in which media channels the duck has been and any strategies that campaign had used for 

this duck. Afterwards several concepts extract from those categories that can be seen in Table 

A3. Due to the fact that the campaign seemed to shape the duck as a media star, we 

considered all those concepts revealed one opinion that was brand awareness. 

Table A3. Codes, categories and concepts for Aflac The Duck 

 

Because the duck was a part of insurance advertisements it would be fun to position the 

duck in the place of people that the insurance company helps. The marketing agency tried to 

use Internet related technologies such as websites, emails, social media and videos to 

enhance the total of media channels that Aflac was living. Using different media to enhance a 

story world is used in transmedia quite often as described before. When using many different 
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platforms the boundaries between what is used for marketing campaign and what is part of 

story's universe gets blurred as Weitbrecht (2010) states. In the video clips, the doctors 

together with the public refer to the duck as an actual human being; this bends the frontiers 

between fiction and reality while people perceive Aflac as a real character. Using transmedia 

storytelling for marketing intends to send a marketing message while the story unfolds. 

Aflac’s chief director comments on the video clips “The new commercials will make viewers 

laugh but they have a very serious message. If Aflac duck can get hurt, anyone can get hurt 

and that´s why everyone needs Aflac”. After analysing the websites of Aflac the duck 

campaign, which was focused on a service, we concluded to some categories such as Media, 

Personality, Story and Strategy. Those concepts where part of the story world and introduced 

in the marketing campaign through different media channels. The aim of the spots for Aflac 

the duck was to turn the duck into an actual human being, while showing real personality 

characteristics. Different media where used to extend the story world while in the same time 

introduced a strategy which promoted the corporate image. Social platforms communicated 

information about the story to the audience, trying to create emotions, while showing the 

problems that the duck had to face from a position that it was not before. 

5.3 Transmedia implementation principles 

As the campaigns that elaborated above, they emerged some principles in a transmedia 

marketing campaign.  To start with, implementation of transmedia storytelling in marketing 

fields follows a process. The initial step is “Preparation”. It demands marketers to identify 

the main transmedia marketing campaign purpose, which should be brand extension, 

consumption promotion, customer loyalty or other aims. In addition, it also requires 

marketers to nail down targeted group whereas different platform might result in different 

kinds of purposed customers. Like Coca Cola Happiness Factory set up the goal of digital 

campaign as user engagement and customer loyalty while Aflac the duck engaged to expand 

the popularity of customers.  In the Dark Knight and Prometheus campaigns the purpose was 

focused on creating strong participation through the ARG games. The second step is 

“Featuring”. Once the marketing goal is clear, a story land will be structured, which includes 

a vague concept of characters, canons, plot and mythology inside the story world so that 

storyteller could have a preliminary prototype. Creating the story world builds the 

foundation of user interaction, where direct communication with the elements of the story 

could happen. A strong example of this story world creation can be found at the movie 

campaigns, where the details of the universe existed in several places. Further, as transmedia 

marketing exists in an exchange between information and value creation, in order to draw 

attention from audience, transmedia marketing storyteller has to take any possible attractive 

highlights or “defamiliarization” of marketing campaign into consideration. For example, in 

Aflac campaign someone gets hurt and people are asking for his conditions, which is 

common for everyone, but no one expects that a duck could also get hurt and be in the same 

position. In Coca-Cola Happiness Factory campaign, it is well known that only if someone 

put a coin inside a vending machine so that they could get a bottle of coke. However, no one 

is familiar with the factory that exists inside the vending machine. All of the campaigns 

succeeded to blur the line between virtual and reality. In the next step, “Immersion” is 
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executed. Through this step, transmedia marketing transforms storytelling into a 

transmedia-branding world by means of adding the elements of entertainment. Not only 

interesting plots but interactive online games also struggle for providing an entertaining 

environment for the customers. The last step is “Action”, where marketers need to take 

control of participant’s power by stimulating and spreading positive customer commentary 

and reinforcing user engagement to receive information that contained the idea of marketing 

strategy. In Batman: The dark knight campaign collaboration was needed from the players to 

solve the ARG puzzles. After players solved the puzzled the plot continued when the 

storytellers introduced new elements in the campaign. In Prometheus campaign players 

tested for their skills in the interactive games and got responses about their abilities as crew 

members. Additionally, in the Coca Cola Happiness Factory campaign, instant messenger 

and social platforms enable customers to share information about the achievements of 

completing difficult levels. Customers understood that it was a thorny road on the delivery of 

each bottle of coke. While the Aflac campaign made customers to understand what insurance 

beneficiary the duck would get through mass media social platforms, which led to brand 

awareness to the ones that wanted to have the same insurance beneficiary as the duck’s.  

Despite the implantation of transmedia marketing, it is effective to utilize an event as a 

story to reach the marketing purpose. The light went off emergency in Coca Cola vending 

machine, the duck was missing which was unusual, a video showing a speech in Ted from the 

future and a universe full of surprises, from a very known superhero, can arise audience’s 

curiosity to wait for the official respond to this case or be willing to participant in solving the 

problem together. No matter which outcome will do benefit on the campaign, either 

stimulate user engagement or increase audience’s interest.  

6. Conclusions 

In summary, transmedia storytelling in various forms leads to different forms of interactive 

entertainment and this interactive multi-platform entertainment emerges trends in 

integrating transmedia with marketing more smoothly through user participation. The 

benefits of user participation are mainly reflected in transmedia branding while expanding 

the popularity of fan culture has a positive effect on brand advocacy and brand awareness. To 

fully grasp the essentials of transmedia marketing, we generalize five characters of 

transmedia marketing campaign in view of the case studies.  

 

 Accuracy, Transmedia marketing requires careful planning for product placement in 

a market together with clear understanding of customer matching. The purpose of the 

campaign must be clear. 

 Spiritual Fulfillment, when applying storytelling to marketing, marketers’ have to 

construct a strong story world with compelling characters and astonishing plots. The 

user must engage in an experience so immerse that the lines of reality and fiction are 

not clear anymore. 
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 Interaction, making the user interact with the campaign can change the way of the 

user thinks for a brand. Entertainment and curiosity are feelings that can make the 

user participate in an ARG game while making the experience as unique as possible. 

 Flexibility, in transmedia marketing campaigns different media are used each one 

with each on contribution to the story world. Flexibility is needed to control the flow 

of the information from those media to the user and vice versa, together with the 

extension of the plot.  

 Sustainability, by using narrative element in a campaign together with several media 

channels the marketers` must focus on benefitting from this approach to enhance the 

brand extension and broaden the lifecycle of the product. 

 

Based on what we have studied from this initial study, there are copious amount of ways to 

be available to extend the research steam. We would like to gather data through an internal 

way from a larger international company to exploit how to take advantage of cultural 

convergence to enhance international transmedia marketing campaign. The integration 

between location based service and user participation could also be taken into consideration 

on the field study of improving transmedia marketing influences. We believe this will be a 

rich idea for further research. 
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Department of informatics 

IT Management 

Master thesis 1-year level, 15 credits 

SPM 2014.21 

Source Meaning unit Code 

Gotham elections 
  

ibelieveinharveydent.com 
Harvey Dent is the one man with the courage, the 
guts, and the steel to stand up to the violent mob 
gangs that are destroying Gotham.  

support Harvey Dent  dent, 
fight crime, campaign, 
Hahaha, elections 

trustgarcetti.com 

Vote for Garcetti,  
 

“5/21 Garcetti says "Citizens for Batman" a "Danger 
to all" ” 

Garcetti, campaign, trust , 
uncertainty for Batman, 
elections, Hahaha 

danaworthington.com 

"YES" FOR THE BATMAN 
 

It's not my job to tell anyone how to vote. I haven't 
endorsed any candidate in any race, and I've been 
largely silent about the 11 propositions on the ballot, 
believing it up to the citizens of Gotham to make up 
their own minds.  

Campaign , Dana, support 
of Batman, elections, 
Hahaha 

gothamelectionboard.com 
The Gotham Election Board is charged by the City of 
Gotham to ensure fairness and accuracy in all 
citywide elections. 

Election, campaigns, justice, 
election results , Hahaha 

Gotham transportation 
  

gcferries.com 

The Gotham Ferry keeps its fair city on the move, 
with an annual total of 8 million people using the 
service. 28,000 passengers a day - not including 
weekend days - travel between the Sheal Terminal 
and Pettsburg Terminal. 

Ferry, service, 
transportation, Hahaha 

gothamcab.com 

At Gotham Cab, we seek to provide you with 
personalized service. 

Service, cab, transportation, 
Hahaha 

News 
  

gothamcablenews.com Gotham Cable news News, Politics, Parade  

thegothamtimes.com  

Batman saviour or menace 
Landslide win for Harvey Dent 

uncertainty, heroism  
 

victory, information, 
appreciation, honor 

maidenavenuereport.com Maiden avenue report News, Reports, Hahaha 

thehahahatimes.com 

Batman Freak Belongs in Arkham  
Do i look fat? 
Siamese twins 

Make fun of Harvey dent, 
mocking Batman 

Services 
  

www.gpdiad.com 

Gotham Police Internal Affairs Department 
The Internal Affairs Division Investigation Statistics 

Service, Police Department, 
Security, Hahaha 

gothamhistorictrust.com 

Gotham trust museum 
Gotham’s Mansions 
Walking tours 

Services. sightseeing, tours, 
landscapes 

gothamusd.htm 

The official website of Gotham Unified School 
District 

School District 

gothamcityrail.co/ 

Gotham City Rail's multi-million dollar renovation 
project is dedicated to giving Gotham citizens the 

Renovation, quality life, 
services 

http://www.danaworthington.com/
http://www.gcferries.com/
http://www.gothamcab.com/
http://www.gothamcablenews.com/
http://www.thegothamtimes.com/
http://www.maidenavenuereport.com/
http://thehahahatimes.com/
http://www.gpdiad.com/
http://www.gothamhistorictrust.com/default.htm
http://www.whysoseriousredux.com/joker/gothamusd/home.htm
http://www.alternaterealitybranding.com/tdk/www_gothamcityrail_com/
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highest-quality public transportation system in any 
major metropolis. 

batman/pizza/home.htm 

Serving Gotham city for over 20 years 
City pizzeria. Voted #1 

Pizzeria, services 

gothampolice.com 

The Gotham Police Department was established in 
the early 1800's. 
Today, Gotham Police Department is on the 
forefront of forensic technology and the most 
cutting-edge concepts in public safety 
Know your rights: 

Police Gotham, rights, 
Threats, suggestion, 
Hahaha 

Miscellaneous 
  

rorysdeathkiss.com 

What a crime scene! The clock struck 12 and i 
sending something special for each and every one of 
you clowns who made my lot by the deadline 

Clones, Crime, Gift, 
Deadline 

rent-a-clown.com 

Hire any of these clowns to entertain you at the 
public gathering of your choice. The do almost 
anything for laugh 

Hire clowns, laugh, 
entertainment  

gvafoundation.org 
not working 

Who speaks for victims 
Things you can do to protect yourself 

Victims, protection, Dana 

ccfabg.org/  

Who is Harvey Dent? 
Harvey Dent is a corrupt media crazed inquisitor  

Questioning Harvey Dent, 
injustice, Hahaha 

wearetheanswer.org 
not working 

We Are The Answer has been overwhelmed by the 
reaction of Gotham citizens since we asked for your 
help. Thousands of concerned men and women who 
are outraged at how Gotham City has been betrayed 
by the very people who are supposed to defend us 
have flooded this website with tips 

Corruption, defend people, 
security 

Table B1. Codes that derived from Batman: The dark Knight Campaign 
 

Sources Meaning unit Code 

weylandindustrie
s.com    

weylandindustrie
s.com/tedtalk 

Sir Peter Weyland's 2023 Ted Talk is considered one of the 
most pivotal moments in Weyland Corp history. It launched 
the man and his entire worldview into the international 
spotlight, foreshadowing the rapid and legendary rise of what 
would become the world’s largest, most successful company. 

Ted talk, Weyland 
Industries,  
Success, Video 

weylandindustrie
s.com/careers/ 

Congratulations, applicants. Together, you have exhibited 
exceptional collaborative aptitude. You have now been granted 
access to the next step in the application process. Visit 
ProjectPrometheus.com tomorrow morning to begin testing.  

Career, opportunity, 
Applicants 

weylandindustrie
s.com/investor  

Invest in your future. 
Whether you are considering an investment in Weyland 
Industries or have been a shareholder since 2023,  

Investor information, 
graphs, charts, android 
specifications, resources, 
stock prices 

weylandindustrie
s.com/david 

Introducing David 8. 
He has been reimagined, reengineered and brought to life with 
better technological, intellectual, physical and emotional 
performance than ever before 

New android model, 
emotions, android 
specifications, David 8 

http://www.whysoseriousredux.com/batman/pizza/home.htm
http://www.gothampolice.com/
http://www.rorysdeathkiss.com/
http://www.rent-a-clown.com/
http://www.gvafoundation.org/
http://www.ccfabg.org/
http://www.wearetheanswer.org/
http://www.weylandindustries.com/
http://www.weylandindustries.com/
http://www.weylandindustries.com/tedtalk
http://www.weylandindustries.com/tedtalk
http://www.weylandindustries.com/careers/
http://www.weylandindustries.com/careers/
http://www.projectprometheus.com/
http://www.projectprometheus.com/
http://www.weylandindustries.com/investor
http://www.weylandindustries.com/investor
http://www.weylandindustries.com/david
http://www.weylandindustries.com/david
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projectprometheu
s.com/newworlds 

Discover new Worlds. 
‘At Weyland Industries, we've explored hundreds of star 
systems and established over 60 colonies throughout the 
galaxy. Over the course of our continuing research, we have 
uncovered exciting new information which may ultimately 
redefine the entire narrative of human existence. Help us 
unearth the truth. 
Join in the search and spreads the world about Project 
Prometheus 

New worlds, exploitation 
research,  Join team, 
investments, Prometheus 

Table P1. Codes that derived from Prometheus 
 

Sources Meaning unit Code 

http://www.adobe.com/sho
wcase/casestudies/cocacolas
apient/casestudy.pdf 
 

In April 2006, Coca-Cola launched a television advertising 
campaign. In 2009, Coca-Cola enlisted Sapient to create the 
third iteration of the Happiness Factory microsite and 
associated digital campaign. The object-based animation in 
Adobe Flash CS4 Professional made it much easier to move 
the giant Worker featured on the home page. A 
comprehensive campaign The Happiness Factory microsite 
serves as the interactive hub of the campaign. The digital 
campaign includes a microsite, banner advertisements, co-
marketing on partner websites, MSN Messenger games, and 
an iPhone application.   

Tv ads 
 
Microsite, digital 
campaign 
 
Animations 

http://www.mmaglobal.com
/studies/happiness-factory-
coca-cola%C2%B4s-
interactive-campaign-okto 

Happiness Factory was based on a 3 minute and 30 second 
movie which was adapted locally by McCann Erickson for the 
Brazilian market.  Okto planned and executed the mobile 
component of the campaign. The campaign was strongly 
supported by initiatives developed by the digital agency for 
Coca-Cola in , Gringo.   
 
“created for Coca-Cola a physical interaction point with its 
customers in the entrance hall of Morumbi Shopping” 

Happiness 
Factory, video, 
mobile device, 
digital integration 
 
 
Physical 
interaction point, 
locations 

http://adaroundme.exteen.c
om/20080919/coca-cola-
happiness-factory 

Coca Cola has launched an animated television commercial 
demonstrating the joys of life behind the scenes in a Coke 
vending machine. 
A bearded man pushes a Euro into a coke vending machine.  

Animations, 
TV ads,  
Human 
interaction 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3tkTGwDlJuw 

The happiness Factory inside MSN Messengers 
 
An iPhone game with multiple modes of play and Facebook 
connected available to challenge with friends 

Instant messenger 
 
iPhone, Facebook, 
application, user 
engagement,  

Table C1. Codes that derived from Coca Cola 
 

Sources Meaning unit Code 

http://www.adweek.com/
news/ 
advertising-
branding/spot-lame-duck-
147210 

The Spot: Lame Duck 
Aflac's iconic bird gets hurt, and goes silent, in the latest 
evolution of the insurer's campaign. 
The first spot, which broke Jan. 7, took place at a press 
conference, where the hospital's top doctor relays news of the 
accident—sounding much like the duck himself in answering 
"Aflac" to various questions about the bird's insurance coverage.  
The spot wraps with a hospital curtain pulled across the screen, 
showing the company logo and URL. 
 
The first spot sent viewers to GetWellDuck.com, where 30,000 
people made him sympathy cards. 

Duck is hurt, 
campaign  
Spot , press 
conference 
Company logo, 
webpage 
Support the 
duck, facebook 
page 
 
Merge reality 
with fiction, 

http://www.projectprometheus.com/newworlds/
http://www.projectprometheus.com/newworlds/
http://www.adobe.com/showcase/casestudies/cocacolasapient/casestudy.pdf
http://www.adobe.com/showcase/casestudies/cocacolasapient/casestudy.pdf
http://www.adobe.com/showcase/casestudies/cocacolasapient/casestudy.pdf
http://adaroundme.exteen.com/20080919/coca-cola-happiness-factory
http://adaroundme.exteen.com/20080919/coca-cola-happiness-factory
http://adaroundme.exteen.com/20080919/coca-cola-happiness-factory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tkTGwDlJuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tkTGwDlJuw
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/spot-lame-duck-147210
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/spot-lame-duck-147210
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/spot-lame-duck-147210
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/spot-lame-duck-147210
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/spot-lame-duck-147210
http://www.getwellduck.com/
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The duck is a working actor.  
 

personal 
affection, 
personification 

http://hbr.org/2010/01/h
ow-i-did-it-aflacs-ceo-
explains-how-he-fell-for-
the-duck/ar/1 

The Aflac Duck isn't just a television personality anymore; it is 
also a social media superstar. The Aflac company mascot has a 
verified Twitter account 
Thanks to regular philanthropic posts on the Duck's Facebook 
and Twitter pages, Aflac raised over $2 million for childhood 
cancer projects in 2012 

media star, 
mascot, Twitter 
philanthropic, 
Facebook, 
cancer 

http://www.sitepoint.com
/create-unified-
transmedia-story-
freelance-designer/ 

It can be a serious challenge getting your freelance design story 
across to your target audience, especially in today’s world of 
mixed media.  

medias, design, 
audience 

Table A1. Codes that derived from Aflac The Duck Coca Cola 

 

 
Batman: The dark knight 

 
   

 
Virtual Society 

Sub 
categories 

Information Purpose Characters Emotion 

Services News Responsibility Elections  
Candid
ates 

Joker 
Tricks  

Positive Negative 

Codes 

Police 
department, 

transportation, 
ferry, cab, 

tours, pizza, 
sightseeing, 
landscape 

News, 
informa

tion, 
Politics 

Defend people, 
fight crime, victims, 
protection, heroism 

Campaign, 
election, 
victory, 
election 
results, 
parades 

Harvey 
dent, 

Garcetti
, Dana 

Clones, 
entertain

ment, 
deadline, 

gifts 
 

Appreciation 
honour, trust, 

justice 

Mocking, 
laugh, 

corruption 
Uncertainty

, crime, 
haha 

Table B2.  Codes and categories for Batman: The Dark knight 
 
 

Table P2.  Codes and categories for Prometheus 
 
 
 
Coca cola: Happiness Factory 

 
Entertainment Experience 

Concepts        Digital campaign User engagement 

Sub categories Digital media Digital interaction Humane interaction 

Codes 
Microsite, video, TV 
ads, animations 

Facebook, 
instant messenger, 
mobile device, 
iPhone application 

Human interaction, 
physical interaction point, 
locations, 

Prometheus       

 
Story World 

Concepts User participation 
Communication 
channels 

Brand extension 

Sub 
Categories 

Employment Investments Digital media Product Company Expansion 

Codes 

Career, 
join team, 
applicants, 

opportunity 

Investments, investor 
information, graph, 

charts, resources 

Video, Ted Talk David 8. 
emotion, 
android 

specs, new 
android 
model 

Weyland 
industries, 
stock price, 

Prometheus, 
success 

New world, 
research, 

exploitation 

http://hbr.org/2010/01/how-i-did-it-aflacs-ceo-explains-how-he-fell-for-the-duck/ar/3
http://hbr.org/2010/01/how-i-did-it-aflacs-ceo-explains-how-he-fell-for-the-duck/ar/3
http://hbr.org/2010/01/how-i-did-it-aflacs-ceo-explains-how-he-fell-for-the-duck/ar/3
http://hbr.org/2010/01/how-i-did-it-aflacs-ceo-explains-how-he-fell-for-the-duck/ar/3
http://www.sitepoint.com/create-unified-transmedia-story-freelance-designer/
http://www.sitepoint.com/create-unified-transmedia-story-freelance-designer/
http://www.sitepoint.com/create-unified-transmedia-story-freelance-designer/
http://www.sitepoint.com/create-unified-transmedia-story-freelance-designer/
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Table C2.  Codes and categories for Coca Cola Hapiness Factory 
 
 
 
Aflac: The duck     

Categories 
 
 
 

Brand Awareness 
 

 Social Platform Plot Foundation 
Sub categories Media Personality Story  Corporate Image Strategy 

Codes 
Twitter, Facebook, 
media, Facebook page, 
website 

Personal affection, 
personification, 
philanthropic, 
cancer, 

Duck is 
hurt  
 

Spot, 
press conference, 
company logo, 
mascot, media star 

Campaign, 
support the duck, merge reality 
with fiction, design audience 
 

Table A2.  Codes and categories for Aflac The Duck

 


